TSO System Rough Locators
(Install and Adjust when fixture
is on Tester for 1st time!!)
ONLY need to perform this
task, once.

VACUUM FIXTURE ASSEMBLY
TSO SERIES, G2 16x20"

SEE BOM
TSA SERIES, G2 16x20"

HOLEPLUG
HOLEPUNCH
ST3212 INTERFACE PANEL ASSEMBLY (REFERENCE)
FM42212 HINGE PLATE
FM42212 HINGE PLATE
14" x 18" UUT, RT32004 UPPER HEAD ASSEMBLY
1 CLOSURE, L.H. BLACK, 55-85 LBS
1 CLOSURE, R.H. BLACK, 55-85 LBS
1 STD0300 RATCHET SUPPORT BRACKET ASSEMBLY
** OPTIONAL (Not Included)
2 STD2185 HANDLE (REF)
2 STD3102 REAR HINGE